Factsheet:
Benefits and
Products
The kangaroo industry is widely regarded as an intelligent
use of a sustainable resource and is supported by scientists,
conservation groups and academics as being a benchmark
for a natural resource use model. Through careful and
thoughtful management, the industry produces high quality
meat and leather products for the global market by utilizing
the super-abundant kangaroo population.

Meat

Australian kangaroo meat is among the healthiest, tastiest
and most sustainable red meats in the world. Kangaroos
are not farmed but harvested from the wild. The meat is
responsibly sourced from an open range environment
where kangaroos graze on the natural pastures and foliage
of the Australian bush.
Nutrition
As a result of grazing in the wild, kangaroos produce meat
that’s free from antibiotics, added growth hormones and
added chemicals. Being so active, kangaroos naturally
produce very lean, healthy red meat.
Kangaroo meat is a lean red meat that’s bursting with good
nutrition. It is ideal for inclusion in the diets of those who
are weight conscious and for athletes – elite sportspeople
regularly eat kangaroo.
It has a range of health and nutrition benefits, including
being:
• high in iron
• high in protein
• 98% fat free
• highest known dietary source of conjugated linoleic
acid (CLA), which is a fatty acid that studies have shown
can contribute to the reduction of body fat.

Fig 1: Some of the Australian NGO’s on record as supporting the kangaroo harvest.

The entire process is closely managed by the Australian
Government and supported by conservation and
environmental protection communities throughout
Australia due to clear goals of sustainability and ecosystem
preservation. The industry provides a valuable contribution
to exports and the economy with gross value of production
for the kangaroo industry in 2014 being A$174 million.
The industry supports 2000 licensed harvesters and
generates over 2000 jobs in the processing and transport
sector plus more jobs in government, sales and other allied
activities. Creating over 4000 direct and indirect jobs the
kangaroo industry is an important part of the Australian
economy. The vast bulk of these jobs are in remote rural
communities, many of which would not exist without the
industry.

How Kangaroo meat compares with other meat
(based on raw meat trimmed of all fat)
Protein
(%)

Fat
(%)

Kilojoules
(per 100g)

Cholesterol
Iron
(mg/100g) (mg/100g)

Kangaroo

24

1 -2

500

56

2.6

Lean lamb

22

2- 7

530

66

1.8

Lean beef

22

2 -5

500

67

3.5

Lean pork

23

1 -3

440

50

1.0

Lean chicken
breast

23

2

470

50

0.6

Rabbit

22

2- 4

520

70

1.0

Kangaroo as a manufacturing meat for use in small-goods has a chemical lean content of
99.1% whereas Kangaroo primal cuts are 99.5% lean content. These percentages are from
a Government Laboratory “Certificate of Analysis Analytical Results” on Kangaroo product.
Kangaroo meat is great when used for manufacturing / further processing and is very high
in lean content and water retention.
Source: Food GL & Fogerty AC. 1982. The fatty acids of Kangaroo and wallaby meat. CSIRO
Food Research Quarterly, 42, 57-60

Taste
Kangaroo meat has excellent flavour and is similar to lean
beef, but with a wonderful rich flavour that adds a lot of
flavour without being overpowering. It is also versatile,
lending itself to use in a wide range of cuisines and dishes.
Some cuts are suited to slow cooking; others are suited to
being cooked rare.

As a result, there is greater frictional contact between
fibres enabling kangaroo to be reduced to finer substance
(thickness) than other leather and retain a higher
proportional of their original tensile strength. Light weight
kangaroo leather can be up to three times stronger than
bovine, cabretta (a type of sheep) and goat at a similar
thickness.

Thin yet strong
A thin leather is a lighter, more comfortable, form fitting
leather. The unique structure of kangaroo enables it to
be reduced to finer substances than any other leather but
retain considerable tensile strength. This makes it ideal for
high performance situations such as sporting shoes.
Naturally strong, even in thicknesses as low as 0.3-0.35mm,
kangaroo leather provides:
• Abrasion resistance
• Soft feel
• Sweat resistance
• Superior tensile strength
• Excellent stitch-tear strength
Kangaroo can be slow cooked in a hot pot, seared quickly in
a wok or even used in delicious and healthy salads. Kangaroo
fillet and kangaroo steak are excellent cooked on a grill, BBQ
or in a hot pan. Kangaroo tail and diced kangaroo meat is
perfect for making curries and slow braised dishes.
Kangaroo fillet and kangaroo steak are excellent cooked on a
grill, BBQ or in a hot pan. Kangaroo tail and diced kangaroo
meat is perfect for making curries and slow braised dishes.
Kangaroo meat is a premium product which is distinctive
and uniquely Australian. It provides a point of interest in any
fine dining experience as well as being easy to use in home
cooking for families.

Leather

There is nothing like kangaroo leather. Weight for weight
kangaroo leather is the strongest and lightest natural leather
available. Kangaroo skin has a unique fibre structure that
runs parallel to the leather surface to provide exceptional
rope-like strength (unlike in other leathers where the fibres
are randomly arranged).

Performance
Kangaroo leather combines light weight and strength for
products that require high performance, such as:
• Football boots
• Hiking shoes
• Golf gloves
• Cycling gloves
• Firefighters gloves
• Motorcycle gloves
• MotoGP suits
• Fashion leather jackets

Kangaroo for pet meat

Globally allergenic reactions in pets to the common meats
such as beef and chicken becoming a serious problem.
Pets fed exclusively on one meat, eg beef, can develop an
allergenic reaction which results in hair loss, discomfort
and weight loss, eventually resulting in an unpleasant
death if not treated appropriately. Kangaroo represents an
economic alternative for such pets and is becoming highly
valued amongst Veterinarian’s in treating this problem.

www.kangarooindustry.com

